VIII

MARCH, 1857
(YET. 3s)

March 2. At Cambridge . Very gusty day. An inch
or two of snow falls, - all day about it, - and strangely
blown away.
March 3.

P. M. -To Fair Haven Hill.
3 1, . iv_ 24° in shade . The red maple sap, which T
first noticed the 21st of Februarv, is now frozen up in the
auger-holes and thence down the trunk to the ground,
except in one place where the hole was made in the
south side of the tree, where it is melted and is flowing
a little . Generally, then, when the thermometer is thus
low, say below freezing-point, it does not thaw in the
auger-holes . There is no expanding of buds of any
kind, nor early birds, to be seen. Nature was thus premature - anticipated her own revolutions - with respect to the sap of trees, the buds (spirvea at least), and
birds . The warm spell ended with February 26th.
The crust of yesterday's snow has been converted
by the sun and wind into flakes of thin ice from two
or three inches to a foot in diameter, scattered like a
mackerel sky over the pastures, as if all the snow had
been blown out from beneath . Much of this thin ice is
partly opaque and has a glutinous look even, reminding
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me of frozen glue. Probably it has much dust mixed
with it.
I go along below the north end of the Cliffs . The
rocks in the usual place are buttressed with icy columns,
for water in almost imperceptible quantity is trickling
down the rocks. It is intcrestirig to see how the dry
black or ash-colored umbilicaria, which get a little
moisture when the snow melts and trickles down along
a scam or shallow channel of the rock, become relaxed
and turn olive-green and enjoy their spring, while a
few inches on each side of thus gutter or depression in
the face of the rock they are dry and crisp as ever.
Perhaps the greater part of this puny rill is drum: up
by the herbage on its brink.
These are among the consequences of the slight robin
snow of yesterday . It is already mostly dissipated, but
where a heap still lingers, the sun on the ;varm face of
this cliff leads down a puny trickling rill, moistening
the gutters on the steep face of the rocks where patches
of umbilicaria lichens grow, of rank growth, but now
thirsty and dry as bones and hornets' nests, dry as shells,
which crackle under your feet . The more fortunate of
these, which stand by the moistened scams or gutters
of the rock, luxuriate in the grateful moisture - as in
their spriirg . Their rigid nerves relax, they unbend
and droop like limber irnfa,ncv, and from dry ash and
leather-color turn a, lively olive-green . You can trace
the course of this trickling stream over the rock through
such a patch of lichens by the olive-green of the lichens
aloia' .
Here and there, too, the same moisture refreshes and
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brightens up the scarlet crowns of some little cockscomb lichen, and when the rill reaches the perpendicular
face of the cliff, its constant drip at night builds great
organ-pipes of a ringed structure, which run together,
buttressing the rock.
Skating yesterday and to-day.
March 5 . P. M . - To Hill.
See the tracks of a woodchuck in the sand-heap about
the mouth of his hole, where he has cleared out his
entry . The red ground under a large pitch pine is
strewn with scales of the ashy-brown bark over a diameter of ten or twelve feet, where some woodpecker has
searched and hammered about the stem.
I scare up six male sheldrakes, with their black
lhcads, in the Assabet,-the first ducks I have seen.
vlcthought I heard a slight frog-like croak from them
before .
The sap of the buttonwood flows ; how long? The
lilac buds cannot have swollen any since the 25th of
February, on account of the cold. On examining, they
look as if they had felt the influence of the previous
heat a little. There are narrow light-green spaces laid
bare along the edges of the brown scales, as if they had
expanded so much .
This and the last four or five days very gusty . Most
of the warmth of the fire is carried off by the draught,
which consumes the wood very fast, faster than a much
colder but still day in winter. My kindlings spend
very fast now, for I do not commonly keep fire at
night .
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Thomas Morton in his "New English Canaan" has
this epitaph on an infant that died apparently as soon
as born, without being baptized ::, liuclerueatlc this heap of stones
Lieth a pared of suall hours,
What hope at last can such imps have,
That, from the worrdi go to the grave?"

1Vinckchnann in his "History of Ancient Art," vol .
ii, page 27, says of Beauty, "I have meditated long
upon it, but my meditations commenced too late,
and in the brightest glow of mature life its essential
liar remained dark to rne ; I can speak of it, therefore, only feebly and spiritlessly ." - Lodge's translation .
March 8. P. M. -- To Hill.
When I cut a white pine twig the crystalline sap instantly exudes . How long has it been thus ?
Get a glimpse of a hawk, the first of the season. The
tree sparrows sing a little on this still sheltered and
sunny side of the hill, but not elsewhere . A partridge
goes off from amid the pitch pines . It lifts each wing
so high above its back and flaps so low, and withal so
rapidly, that they present the appearance of a broad
wheel, almost a revolving sphere, as it whirs off like a
cannon-ball shot from a gun .
Rlinott told rue again the reason why the bushes
\acre coiiiitig in sec fast in the river meadows . Now that
the ncower takes nothing stronger than molasses and
water, lie darsn't meddle with anything bigger than a
pipe-stetra .
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March 11. I see and talk with Rice, sawing off the
ends of clapboards which he has planed, to make them
sclrurre, for an addition to his house. He has got a fire
in his shop, and plays at house-building there. His life
is poetic . IIe does the work himself. He combines
several qualities and talents rarely combined . Though
lie owns houses in the city, whose repair lie attends to,
finds tenants for them, and collects the rent, he also
has his Sudbury farm and bean-fields . Though he lived
in a city, he would still 1>e natural and related to primitive nature around him . Though he owned all Beacon
Street, you might find that his mittens were made of the
slain of a woodchuck that had ravaged his bean-field,
which he had cured . I noticed a woodchuck's skin
tacked up to the inside of his shop. IIe said it had fatted
on his beans, and William had killed [it] and expected
to get another to make a pair of mittens of, one not being
quite large enough . It was excellent for mittens . You
could hardly wear it out .
Spoke of the cuckoo, which was afraid of the birds,
was easily beaten ; would dive right into the middle of a
poplar, then come out on to some bare twig and look
round for a nest to rob of young or eggs. Had noticed
a pigeon woodpecker go repeatedly in a straight line
from his nest in an apple tree to a distant brook-side
in a meadow, dive down there, and in a few minutes
return .
.lirlreh- 12 . P. ',NI. - To Hill.
Observe the waxwork twining about the smooth
sumach . It winds against the sun . It is at first loose
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about the stem, but this ere long expands to and overgrows it. Observed the track of a squirrel in the snow
under one, of the apple trees on the southeast side of the
hill, and, looking up, saw a red squirrel with a nut or
piece of frozen apple ( ? ) in his mouth, within six feet,
sitting in a constrained position partly crosswise on a
limb over my head, perfectly still, and looking not at me,
but off into the air, evidently expecting to escape my
attention by this trick . I stood and watched and chirruped to him about five minutes so near, and yet he (lid
not at once turn his head to loot: at the or move a foot
or wink. The oily motion was that of his tail curled
(riC1, his back in the wind. At length lie (lid change his
attitude a little and look at me a moment. Evidently
this is a trick they often practice . If I had been farther
off lie might have scolded at me.
Snowed again last night, as it has clone once or twice
before within ten days without my recording it, - robin
snows, which last but a day or two.
37arch 13 . Thermometer this morning, about 7 A. M.,
2°, and the same yesterday . This month has been windy
and cold, a succession of snows one or two inches deep,
soon going off, the spring birds all driven off . It is in
strong contrast with the last month .
Captain E . 1'. 7)orr of Buffalo tells me that there is
a rise in(] fall (lai1y of the lakes about two or three
incites, not accounted for . A difference between the
lakes and sea, is that when there is no wind the former
arc quite smooth, no swell . Otherwise he thought that
no one could tell whether lie was on the lakes or the
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ocean. Described the diver's descending one hundred
and sixty-eight feet to a sunken steamer and getting
up the safe after she had been sunk three years . Dcscribed the breeding of the capelin at Labrador, a small
fish about as big as a sardine . They crowd along the
shore in such numbers that he had seen a cartload
crowded quite on to the shore high and dry by those in
the rear.
Elliot, the botanist, says (page 184) that the Lechca
vil1osa (major of Michaux), "if kept from running to
scx"d, would probably form a very neat edging for the
beds of a flower garden ; the foliage of the radical
branches is very handsome (luring the winter, and the
size of the plant is well suited to such a purpose ."
h'hus Toxicode7ulrou (page 303) : "The juice which
(Andes on plucking the leaf-stalks from the stem of the
1~ . radicans is a good indelible (lye for marking linen
or cotton ."
Of the Drosera rotundifolia (page 375), "This fluid
never appears to fall from the hairs, but is secreted
nearly in proportion to its evaporation, and the secretion is supposed to be greatest in dry clear weather ;"
hence called sundew . Howitt, in his "Boy's Adventures
in Australia," says, " People here thought they had
discovered large numbers of the graves of the blacks,
lying; lengthways, as amongst the whites, but these have
turned out to be a natural phenomenon, and called
Dead Men's Graves ." The natives generally bury when they do not burn - in a sitting posture . Is the
country cold enough to allow these mounds to have been
made by the ice?
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141arch 14 . A warmer day at last. It has been steadily
cold and windy, with repeated light snows, since February Q6t1r came in . This afternoon is comparatively
warm, and the few signs of spring are more reliable .
I go do-,vn the bank of the river in the Great Meadows .
Many of those small, slender insects, with long, narrow wings (some apparently of same species without),
are crawling about in the sun on the snow and bark of
trees, etc .
The maples, apple trees, etc., have been barked by the
ice, and show light-colored bands one or two feet from
the ground about their trunks. I find on examination
that in these cases the bark has not been worn off by the
floating ice rubbing against them, as happens when they
a,re directly on the edge of the stream, for this light and
barked surface occurs often when the trunkis surrounded
by a hedge of sprouts or of other twigs only six inches
distant, which show no marks of attrition ; and the inner
or true bark of the tree is not injured, only the thick epidermis or scaly outer bark has been detached, though
that may have been very firmly attached to the trunk.
The ice has evidently frozen to this, and when the water
fell, has taken it off with itself; but the smaller twigs
appear to have been [.sic] and recovered again . Tough
outer scales, N-hich you could not possibly detach nor begin to detach with your hands, will betaken off quite clean,
leaving exposed the Ycllo«-ish surface of the inner bark.
I sec t111it some NN bite maple burls apparently opened
a little in tlr*rt ~~rrrrn shell before the Ntli of February,
for such (rave now a ininutc orifice at the apex, through
which yrru can even sec the 'rntlrcrs-
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1'. M. - To Hubbard's Close and
March 15.
Walden .
I see in the ditches in Hubbard's Close the fine green
tips of spires of grass just rising above the surface of the
\~-atcr in one place, as if unwilling to trust itself to the
frosty air. Favored by the warmth of the water and
sheltered by the banks of the ditch, it has advanced
thus far. But generally I see only the flaccid and floating
frost-bitten tops of grass which apparently started that
warm spell in February . The surface of the ditches is
spotted with these pale and withered frost-bitten bladelets . It was the first green blush, as it were, - nay, it is
purple or lake often, and a true blush, -of spring,
of that Indian spring we had in February . An early
dawn and premature blush of spring, at which I was not
present . To be present at the instant when the springing grass at the bottoms of ditches lifts its spear above
the surface and bathes in the spring air! Many a first
faint crop mantling the pools thus early is mown down
by the frost before the village suspects that vegetation
has reawakened.
The trout darts away in the puny brook there so
swiftly in a zigzag course that commonly I only see the
ripple that he makes, in proportion, in this brook only
;r foot wide, like that made by a steamer in a canal .
Or if I catch a glimpse of hum before he buries himself
ill the mud, it is only a dart: film without distinct outline .
fly his zigzag course lie bewilders the eye, and avoids
c<rpture perhaps .
As usual at this date and earlier, there are a few
square rods of green gnus." tufts at 13r ,isicr's .;priiigs,
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like a green fire under the pines and alders, and in one
place an apparent growth of golden saxifrage.
At IIeywood's Peak, I start partridges from the
perfectly bare hillside . Such the spots they frequent at
this season. f cross one of the bays of Walden, and
rnitilit tile middle .
Ily 'I'lcruslr Allc,y, where they have been cutting more
wood this winter, I see otie of those beetles made of an
oak excresccrice, suc}r as 1 have beard of, left by tile
chopper . 'fire whole is a little over four feet long. The
head nine or ten inches and the handle about three
.and a half feet, but all one piece . It vvas apparently of
a young tree, or perhaps a limb, about four inches in
diameter with a regular excrescence about it still, eight or
nine inches in diameter . This head had been smoothed
or trimmed and made more regular by the axe, cut off
rather square at the end, and the lower part cut down
to a handle of convenient size . And thus the chopper
had made in a few moments in the woods a really efficient implement, with his axe only, out of some of the
very wood lie wished to split. A natural beetle. There
was no danger that the lcaodle would come off or the
head crack . It needed no ringing . And thus lie saved
tile 1-lead of his axe . We are singularly pleased and
coulctttcd Mien a mere cxcrcscettce is thus converted
into :t cottvcttiettt itttlrletttettt . 1y'Ito was it, what satyr,
drat itrrented tills rustic beetle? It was shaped :

All ittdtsltettsahl( . piece of woodct:aft .
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Harch 16. To Cambridge and Boston .
March 17. These days, beginning ;with the 14th, more
springlike . Last night it rained a little, carrying off
nearly all the little snow that remained, but this inorning it is fair, and I hear the note of the woodpecker
oil [lie elms (that early note) and the bluebird again.
haunch my boat.
No mortal is alert enough to be present at the first
dawn of the spring, but lie will presently discover some
evidence that vegetation had awaked some days at least
before . Early as I have looked this year, perhaps the
first unquestionable growth of an indigenous plant detected was the fine tips of grass blades which the frost
had killed, floating pale and flaccid, though still attached to their sterns, spotting the pools like a slight
fall or flurry of dull-colored snowflakes. After a few
mild and sunny days, even in February, the grass in
still muddy pools or ditches sheltered by the surrounding banks, which reflect the heat upon it, ventures to
lift the points of its green phalanx into the mild and
flattering atmosphere, advances rapidly from the saffron
even to the rosy tints of morning. But the following
alight comes the frost, which, with rude and ruthless
hactd, sweeps the surface of the pool, and the advancing
tr :orninr; pales into the dim light of earliest dawn . I
Hills detect tile first approach of spring by finding Iwrc
:slid there its scouts and vanguard which have been
slant l,y file rear-guard of retreating winter.
It is, only Sonic very early still, warm, and plcavant
rttortrirw in h~cbruarv or Match that I notice that wctotl-
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pecker-like whar-zultar-whar-whar-whar-whar, earliest
spring sound .'
March 18. 9
n. - Up Assahet .
A still and warn but overcast irrorning, threatening
rain . I now again he'll. tire song sparrow's tinkle along
the riverside, probably to be heard for a (lay or two,
and a robin, which also has been heard a (lay or two .
The ground is almost completely bare, and but little
ice forms at night along the riverside.
I meet Goodwin paddling up the still, dark river
on his first voyage to Fair haven for the season, looking for muskrats and from time to time picking driftwood - logs and boards, etc . - out of the water and
laying it up to dry on the bank, to eke out his wood-pile
with. IIe says that the frost is not out so that he can
lay wall, arid so he thought he ['d] go and see what
there was at Fair Haven. Says that when you hear
a woodpecker's rat-tat-tat-tat-tat on a dead tree it is a
sign of rain. While Emerson sits writing [in] his study
this still, overcast, moist day, Goodwin is paddling up
the still, dark river. Emerson burns twenty-five cords
of wood and fourteen (?) tons of coal ; Goodwin perlraps a cord and a half, much of which lie picks out of
the river. I te says he 'd rather have a boat leak some
for (isliirrg. I hear the report of his gun from time to
little four all hour, herabling the death of a muskrat and
re\erhr ,r,itiIig far dhnen i.lrc river .
i ;ood \\ i n had it! ,;[ seen NIclvin disappearing
the
North llivcr, acid I turn up thither after him . 'Phe
'
A.

III)

Fill,
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ice-belt still clings to the bank on each side, a foot or
snore above the water, and is now fringed with icicles of
various lengths, only an inch or two apart, where it is
melting by (lay and dripping into the river . Being distinctly reflected, you think you see two, two feet apart,
the Nvater-line not being seen.
I land and walk half-way up the hill. A red squirrel
runs nimbly before me along the wall, his tail in the air
,it a right angle with his body ; leaps into a, Avalnut and
winds up his clock .
The reindeer lichens on the pitch pine plain are
moist and flaccid . I hear the faint fine notes of apparent
nuthatches coursing up the pitch pines, a pair of them,
one answering to the other, as it were like a vibrating
watch-spring . Then, at a distance, that whar-wh.arwhar-whar-whar-whar, which after all I suspect may be
the note of the nuthatch and not a woodpecker. And
now from far southward coming on through the air, the
chattering of blackbirds, - probably red-wings, for I
hear an imperfect conqueree . Also I hear the chill-lill
or tchit-a-tchit of the slate-colored sparrow, and see it.
On the pitch pine plain, nearly the whole of a small
turtle's egg, by the side of its excavated nest.
Save with my boat the dead top of (apparently) a,
pine, divested of its bark and bleached . Before the
hark fell off it was curiously etched by worms in variously curved lines and half-circles, often
with regular short recurving branches,
Hills :
Pore Buteux, going on commission to the Attikamegucs in 7651, describes a fall away up there, where
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a river falls into a sort of trough or cradle a hundred
paces long. "lu this cradle the river boils (bouillonne) in
such a fashion, that if you cast a stick (baston) into it, it
remains some time, without appearing, then all at once
it elevates itself (ua tlcvc en pant) to the height of two
pikes, at forty or fifty paces from the place where you
cast it in.'
It is to be observed that in tire old deed of the Hunt
farm, written in 17(11, though the whole, consisting of
soznclliing more t1i :in one, hundred :nnd fifty acres, is
minutely described in thirteen different pieces, no part
is described as ivoodhend or wood-lot, only one piece as
luurtly iw.i.taprovcd. This shows hove little account was
inadc of wood. 'Mr. Nathan 13roolcs reminds me that
not till recently, i. c. not till within forty years, have
wood-lots begun to be taxed for anything like their full
value.
March 19 . Heavy rain in the night and to-day,
i.. e. A. Al . This, as usual, rapidly settles the Nya,ys, for,
taking the frost out, the water that stood on the surface
is soaleed up, so that it is even drier and Fetter walkin,, before: this he:cvy rain is over than it was yesterday
before it began . It is April weather . I observed yestcrchi.v a dead Shiner by the riverside, and to-day , the
first sucker.

.11arch 2(1. Dine with Ag,cssiz at R. W. E.'s . Ile
tliitjl<s that lie sndwrs die of asphyxia, having very
l:~r:;c air-bladders and being in the habit of coining
to tlw surface for air . But then, he is thinking of a
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different phenomenon from the one I speak of, which
last is confined to the very earliest spring or winter .
Ill says that the Em.ys pitta does not copulate till
seven nears old, and then does not lay till four years
after copulation, or when eleven years old . The Cisb,do Bla.ndin.gii (which he has heard of in Massachusetts only at Lancaster) copulates at eight or nine years
of we. IIc says this is not a Cistudo but an Eatys. IIQ
has eggs of the serpentin.a. from which the young did
not come forth till the nest spring . Re thinks that the
Fsquiniau clog is the only indigenous one in the United
States . He had not observed the silvery appearance and
the dryness of the lycoperdon fungus in water which I
showed . IIe hall broken caterpillars and found the
crystals of ice in them, but had not thawed them. When
I began to tell him of my experiment on a frozen fish,
lie said that Pallas had shown that fishes were frozen
and thawed again, but I affirmed the contrary, and
then A(rassiz agreed with me . Says Aristotle describes
the care the pouts take of their young. I told him of
had seen.
Tanner's account of it, the only one I
The river over the meadows again, nearly as high as
in February, on account of rain of the 19th.
March 24 . P. M. - Paddle up Assabet .

The water is fast going down . See a small water1>ug. It is pretty still and warm. As I round the Island
rock, a striped squirrel that was out [on] the steel)
polypody rock scampered up with a chuckle . On looking close-1 see the crimson white maple stigmas ' here
' Vide 27th .
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and there, and some early alder catkins are relaxed and
extended and almost died pollen . I sec many of those
narrow four-winged insects (perla ? ) of the ice now
fluttering on the water like ephemcne . They have two
pairs of wings indistinctly spotted (lark and light .
IIumphrey Buttrick says lie saw ttivo or three fish
hawks down the river by Carlisle Bridge yesterday ; also
shot three black diicks and two green-winged teal, th(nigh the latter had no green on tlicir wings, it was
rather the color of his boat, but Wesson assured him
tluit so they looked in the spring . lluttricl: had a doublebarrelled gun with him, wl6ch lie said lie bought of
a broker iii Boston for five dollars! Thought it had
cost cigliteen dollars . IIe lead read Frank Forester
and believed him, and accordingly sent to New York
and got one of 1Vlullin's guns for sixty dollars . It was
the poorest gun he ever had . IIe sold it for forty . As
for cheap or old-fashioned guns bursting, there was
Melvin ; he had used his long enough, and it had not
burst yet. IIe had given thirty-five dollars for it, say
thirty years Two . Had had but one, or no other since .
If you are describing any occurrence, or a man, make
two or more distinct reports at different times . Though
you may think you have so-i.id rill, you will to-morrow
remember a Avliole new class of facts which perhaps
interested most of rill at the time, but did not present
themselves to be reported . If we have recently met and
tall<c(1 with a "Mn,ind would report our experience, we
commonly make a very partial report at first, failing
to seize the most significant, picturesque, and dramatic
points ; we describe only what we have had time to
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digest and dispose of in our minds, without being conscions tliat there here other things really more novel and
interesting to us, Avhich will not fail to recur to us and
impress us suitably at last. How little that occurs to
us in any way are we prepared at once to appreciate!
We discriminate at first only a few features, and we
need to reconsider our experience from many points
of view and in various moods, to preserve the whole
fruit of it.
Melvin's - and Minott's still more - is such a gun
.is Frank Forester says he would not fire for a hundred
dollars, and yet Melvin has grown gray with using it ;
r., he thinks that it would not be safe to fire a twobarrelled gun offered new for less than fifty dollars .
March 26. P. 'M. - To Walden and Fair Haven .
Though there has been quite a number of light snows,
we have had no sleighing fairly since about February
14th. Walden is already on the point of breaking up.
In the shallow bays it is melted six or eight rods out,
and the ice looks dark and soft.
As I go through the woods by Andromeda Ponds,
though it is rather cool and windy in exposed places, I
hear a faint, stertorous croak from a frog in the open
swamp; at first one faint note only, which I could not
be sure that 1 had heard, but, after listening long, one
or two more suddenly croaked in confirmation of my
faith, and all was silent again . When first in the spring,
as you walk over the rustling leaves amid bare and
ragged bushes, you hear this at first faint, hard, dry,
and short sound, it hardly sounds like the note of an
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aninna,l . It may have been heard some days .' I lay
detwrt oil the title, dry sedge ill the sun, in the deep and
sheltered hollow a little farther on, and when I had
lain there tell or fifteen minutes, I heard one fine, faint
peep from over the windy ridge between the hollow in
,which I lay and the swamp, xvlnclr at first I referred to
a. bird, and looked round at the bushes which crowned
the brine of this hollow to find it, but crc loan- a regularly but faintly repeated phr-plic-phr-p1tr reveal(, (] the
Ih1/otles I'icheringii . It N\ ,a,s like the light reflected
from the" mountain-ridges within the shaded portions
of the moon, - frrrcrnnner and herald of the spring .
At NVcll Ltlcac1cmv head, am surprised to find the
skin':-cabba.l,c in flower, though the flower is very
little cxposccl yet, and some still earlier have been
killed by frost. Some of those cabbage buds are
curved and short like the beak of a bird. The buds of
the cowslip are very yellow, and the plant is not oilserved a rod off, it lies so low and close to the surface
of the water in the rnca,dow. It mrrY bloom and witlier
there seveNtil tunes before villagers discover or suspect
it . '1'he eltrysospleniutn is verve conspicuous and pretty
now . ']'his .cart afford to ire forward, it lies so flat and
unexposed .
I'<rir ll,tvert is open ; may have been open several
days ; there is only a little ice on the southeast shore .
I sit oil the 1ri"lh eastern bank. Almost every cistus
stein has ball its hark burst off a nd left hanging rag_
gaily for
inch or more next the ground by the cr,vstals
all

The nest daY :it 2 .30 e' . nT ., or about the same time, <eutl about
the weather, our thermometer is at, 43° .
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which formed round it in the fall and winter, but some
have escaped .
As I come out of the Spring Woods I see Abicl
Wheeler planting peas and covering them up on his
warm sandy hillside, in the hollow next the woods. It
is a novel sight, that of the itrrncr distributing manure
with a shovel in the fields and planting again. The
earth looks warm and genial again . The sight of the
earliest planting with carts in the field so lately occupied with snow is suggestive of the genialness of Nature .
I could almost lie clown in the furrow and be warmed
into her life and growth .
Stopped at Farrar's little stithy . IIe is making two
nuts to mend a mop with, and when at length lie has
forged and filed there and cut the thread, he remarks
that it is a puttering job and worth a good deal more
than he can charge. He has sickness in the house, a
daughter in consumption, which lie says is a flattering
disease, up one day and down the next.
Seeing a
monstrous horseshoe nailed against his shop inside,
with a little one within it, I asked what that was for.
Ile said that he made the big one when lie was an
apprentice (of three months' standing) for a sign, and
lie picked up the little one the other day in the road and
put it within it for the contrast. But lie thought that
file big one was hardly too big for one of the fore feet
of the horse Columbus, which he had seen .
first croaking frogs, the byla, the white maple
blossoms, the skunk-cabbage, and the alder's catkins
are observed about the same time.
I saw one hazel catkin much elongated and relaxed .
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It is surprising always to sec this on dry plains or banks
w{ccre there is so little evidence of life beside .
Farrar spoke of horses driven "tantrum ."
You take your walk some pretty cold and windy, but
srmnv March clay, through rustling woods, perhaps, glad
to take shelter in the hollows or on the south side
of the hills or woods . When ensconced in some sunny
and sheltered hollow, with some ;just melted pool at
its bottom, as you recline on the fine withered ,sedge,
in which the mice have had their galleries, leaving
it pierced with countless holes, and are, perchance,
dreaming of spring there, a single dry, hard croak, like
a grating twig, comes up from the pool . Such is the
earliest voice of the pools, where there is a small smooth
surface of melted ice bathing the bare button-bushes or
water andromeda or tufts of sedge ; such is the earliest
voice of the liquid pools, hard and dry and grating .
Unless you watch long and closely, not a ripple nor a
bubble will be seen, and a marsh hawk will have to
look sharp to find one . The notes of the croaking frog
and the hylodes are not only contemporary with, but
analogous to, the blossoms of the skunk-cabbage and
white maple.
Are not March and November gray months?
Men will hardly believe me when I tell them of the
thickness of snow and ice at this time last year.
,1-1arrh, 27 . There is no snow now visible front my
window, except oil the heel of a bank. in the swallowhole behind 1)crtrnis's . A sunny day, but rather cold
air .
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8.30 A. M. - Up Assabet in boat.
At last I push myself gently through the smooth and
sunny water, sheltered by the Island woods and hill,
where I listen for birds, etc . There I may expect to
ltcnr a, woodpecker tapping the rotten aspen tree. There
I pause to hear the faint voice of some early bird amid
the twigs of the still wood-side . You are pretty sure to
bear a woodpecker early in the morning over these still
waters . But now chiefly there comes borne on the
breeze the tinkle of the song sparrow along the riverside, and I push out into wind and current . Leave the
boat and run down to the white maples by the bridge .
The white maple is well out with its pale [ ? ] stamens
on the southward boughs, and probably began about the
24t1r. That would be about fifteen days earlier than
last year.
I find a very regular elliptical rolled stone in the
freshly (last fall) plowed low ground there, evidently
brought from some pond or seaside . It is about seven
inches long. The Indians prized such a, stone, and I
have found many of them where they haunted. Commonly one or both ends will be worn, showing that they
have used it as a pestle or hammer .
As I go up the Assabet, I see two E7nys insculpta
on the bank in the sun, and one pieta. They are all
rather sluggish, and I can paddle up and take them
up.
Found on the edge of Dodge's Brook, about midway,
in tit(, cedar field, what I did not hesitate to regard as an
E'irr:ys insculpta, but thickly spotted with rusty-yellowish
spots oil the scales altovc, and the hack was singularly
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depressed . Was it a variety? It looked like a very
old turtle, though not unusually large ; tile shell worn
pretty smooth beneath . I could count more than thirty
strive above. When it dropped into [tic brook, I saw
that till- rusty-yellow spots served admirably to conceal
it, for while tile shell was bronze-colored (for a groundwork), tile rusty-yellow spots were the color of the
sandy and pclrkrl.v bottom of the brook. It was very
differently shaped from the shell I Iurve, and Storer
does not mention Yellow spots . Heard a lark in that
meadow . Twitters over it on quivering wing and awakes
tile slumbering life of the meadow . The
turtle and
frog peep stealthily out and sec the first lark go over.
Farmer was plowing a level pasture, unplowed for
fourteen years, but in some places the frost was not
quite out . Farmer says that he heard geese go over
two or three nights ago .
I would faro make two reports in my Journal, first
the incidents and observations of to-clay ; and 1>,y tonir>rrow I review the same and record what vas omitted
before, which 'kvill often be tile most significant and
poetic part. I do not know at first what it is that charms
rue. '1'lie rncn and thin,-,,s of to-day are wont to lie
fairer and truer iii to-morrow's rncrnorv.
1 saw quail-traeLs some two months ago, much lilac
srrrallcr 1>:r.rtriclgc-lr :r~ la .
Fanrrer describes a .siiwular trade in the snow tlic
lrr.st winter frorrr rrcor his h{nrse lo Arrnursnack . Traced
it III all five or ,ix rriilc"s to ,r Ircnrlock on the west side,
anal there ]re lost it. It travelled like :I mink ; made a
track \Nitlr all its four fact logutfrcr, about as hi
., ,is dial
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or a horse's foot, eighteen inches apart more or less .
Wondered if it was a pine marten.
Men talk to me about society as if I had none and
they had some, as if it were only to be got by going
to the sociable or to Boston .
Compliments and flattery oftenest excite my conterrrpt by the pretension they imply, for who is he that
;rs .suures to flatter ml-? To coruplirncnt often implies
,ill assumption of superiority in the complinienter . It
is, in fact, :z subtle detraction.
Pickerel begin to dart in shallows .
Harch ~8. 8.30 n. vi. - Up river to hair Haven by
boat.
A pleasant morning ; the song of the earliest birds,
i. c. tree sparrows, (now decidedly) and song sparrows
and bluebirds, in the air . A red-wing's gurgle from a
willow.
The Emys pieta, now pretty numerous, when young
and fresh, with smooth black scales without moss or
other imperfection, unworn, and with claws perfectly
sharp, is very handsome . When the scales are of this
clear, though dull, black, the six middle ones, counting;
from side to side, are edged forward with broad dull
grccnish-yellow borders, the others with a narrow
wl;itislr border, and tile singular vermilion and yellow
marks of the marginal scales extend often on to tile
Lrter :d scales. The concentric lines of growth are indistirrguistrable . The fore and hind legs and tail are
slashed or streaked horizontally with broad clear vcr111111orr arid also a tine yellow line or two, answering to
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those on the hinge scales continued, showing the tenant to be one with the house lie occupies . IIe who
painted the tortoise thus, what were his designs?
13crrcatli it is a clear buff.
At Lec's Cliff and this side, I sec half a dozen buffedged butterflies (Vanessa Antiopa.) and pick up three
dead or dying, two together, the edges of their wings
gone. Several are fluttering over the dry rock debris
under the cliff, in whose crevices probably they have
wintered. Two of the three I pick up are not dead,
though they will not fly . Verily their day is a short
one . What has checked their frail life ? Within, the
buff edge is blade with bright sky-blue spots, and the
main part within is a purplish brown . Those little
oblong spots on the black ground are light as you look
directly down on them, but from one side they vary
through violet to a crystalline rose-purple .
I can remember now some thirty years -after a
fashion - of life in Concord, and every spring there are
many dead suckers floating belly upward on the meadows . This phenomenon of (lead suckers is as constant
as tine phenomenon of living ones ; nay, as a phenomenon
it is fair more apparent.
h'arrner thinks pickerel may have been frozen through
half a day and vet collie to . Instances pickerel he
caur;lit a very cold day on Batcrnan's Pond, which he
brorrglrt Ironic frozen and put in a pail of water in his
collar ind after found tlrcnn ;dive . A Mr. Pa.rkhurst
of Carlisle assures Irinn that. though minnows put into
u half-I1ogsbcad (rf ~%atcr will (lie in forty-cir)(t hours
rrrrlc> :,: c0rr ~-liari ;c tire \r.atcr, if you put with it a piece
H,
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of granite a foot square they will live all winter, and
that lie keeps his minnows in this way .
A pleasing sight this of the earlier painted tortoises
which are seen along the edge of the flooded meadows,
often three or four suddenly dimpling the smooth surface of a ditch, which had been sunning on a tussock,
sluggish moving flakos of clear black. Soon they rise
again and put their heads out warily, looking about
and showing the yellow stripes on their necks. They
seem to feel the very jar of the ground as you approach.
They rest with their shells at an angle in the water, their
heads out and their feet outstretched, or partly bury
themselves in the grassy bottom. Often hindered by the
bushes, between which their shells are caught . Yoking
their heads through, they are impeded by their shells .
The very earliest I see moving along the bottom on the
meadows, but soon after they begin to lie out in the sun
on the banks and tussocks as I have mentioned .
The Emys guttala is found in brooks and ditches . I
passed three to-day, lying cunningly quite motionless,
with heads and feet drawn in, on the bank of a little
grassy ditch, close to a stump, in the sun, on the russet
flattened grass, like snails, or rather scales, under which
some insects might lurk, with their high-arched backs .
When out of water they are the less exposed to observation by their shells drying and their spots being
dimmed .
1)o I ever see a yellow-spot turtle in the river? Do
I ever see a wood tortoise in the South Branch
There is consolation in the fact that a particular evil,
which perhaps we suffer, is of a venerable antiquity, for
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it proves its necessity and that it is part of the order, not
disorder, of the universe . When I realize that the mortality of suckers in the sprint; is as old a phenomenon,
perchance, as the race of suckers itself, I contemplate it
with serenity and ;joy even, as one of the signs of spring .
Thus they have fallen on fate. And so, many a fisherman is not seen on the shore who the last spring did not
fail here.
Flood tells me to-day that lie finds no frost to trouble
hirn in Monroe's garden . He can put his spade or fork
in anywhere.
("hestnut, evidently because it is packed as in a little
chest.

The maple sap has been flowing well for two or three
weeks.
When I witness the first plowing and planting, I
acquire a long-lost confidence in the earth, - that it
will nourish the seed that is committed to its bosom . I
am surprised to be reminded that there is warmth in it.
We have not only warmer skies, then, but a warmer
earth . The frost is out of it, and we may safely commit
these seeds to it in some places . Yesterday ,I walked
with Farmer beside his team and saw one furrow
turned quite round his field . Wliat noble work is plowing, with the broad and solid earth for material, the ox
for fellow-laborer, and the simple but efficient plow for
tool! Work that is not clone in ~my shop, in a cramped
position, work that tells, that concerns all men, which the
sill) slimes rind the rain falls on, and the birds sine; over!
Ycni turn over the whole vegetable mould, expose how
many grubs, and put a netiv aspect on the face of the
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earth . It comes pretty near to making a world . Redecniing a swamp does, at any rate. A good plowman
is a terrac fili-us. The plowman, we all know, whistles
as lie drives his team afield .
The broad buf edge of the f'anessa Antiopa's wings
harmonizes with the russet ground it flutters over, and
as it stands concealed in the winter, with its wings
folded above its back, in a cleft in the rocks, the graybrown under side of its wings prevents its being distinguished from the rocks themselves.
Often I can give the truest and most interesting
account of any adventure I have had after years have
elapsed, for then I am not confused, only the most
significant facts surviving in my memory . Indeed, all
that continues to interest me after such a lapse of time
is sure to be pertinent, and I may safely record all that
I remember .
Farmer tells me that his bees are killing one another
nowadays,' i. c. as he supposes : and lie is probably
right ; the workers are killing the drones .
March Q9 . P. Al . - To Walden and river .

Walden open, say to-day, though there is still a little
ice in the deep southern bay and a very narrow edging
along the southern shore .
Cross through the woods to my boat under hair
llaven hill. How empty and silent the woods now,
before leaves have-put forth or thrushes and warblers
are come! Deserted halls, floored with dry leaves,
where scarcely an insect stirs as yet .
1 Probably a mistake.
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Taking art average of eight winters, it appears that
Walden is frozen about ninety-eight days in the year.
«Mien I have put my boat in its harbor, I hear that
sign-squeaking blackbird, and, looking up, see half a
dozen on file top of the elm at the foot of Whiting's
lot . They are not red-winms, and by their size they
make me think of craw blackbirds, yet on the whole I
think them grackles ( ? ) .' Possibly those I heard oil the
18th were the same ? ? Does the red-wing ever make a
noise: like a rusty sign ?
March 31 . A very pleasant day . Spent a part of it
in the garden preparing to set out fruit trees. It is
agreeable once more to put a spade into the Nvarm
mould . The victory is ours at last, for we remain and
take possession of the field . In this climate, in which
we do not commonly bury our (lead in the winter on
account of the frozen ground, and fill(] ourselves exposed on a hard bleak crust, the coming out of the
frost and the first turning up of the soil with a spade or
plow is all event of importance.
1'. 1I . -- To Hill.
As I rise the east side of the Hill, I hear the distant
faint peep of hylodes and the fur tut of croaking frogs
from the west of the 11111 . How gradually and imperceptibly the peep of the hylodes mingles -with and
swells the volume of sound which makes the voice of
uwal .cnitg nature! If you do not listen carefully for
it first note, you probably will not he'll it, and, not
haNing heard that, ,your cars become used to the sound,
' fide Apr. tst.
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so that you will hardly notice it at last, however loud
and universal . I hear it now faintly from through and
over the bare gray twigs and the sheeny needles of <tit
oak and pine wood and from over the russet fields
beyond, and it is so intimately mingled with the murrnur or roar of the wind as to be well-nigh inseparable
front it. It leaves such a lasting trace on the ear's
memory that often I think I hear their peeping when I
do not . It is a singularly emphatic and ear-piercing
proclamation of animal life, when with a very few and
slight exceptions vegetation is yet dormant . The dry
croaking and tut tut of the frogs (a sound which ducks
seem to imitate, a kind of quacking, - and they are
both of the water!) is plainly enough down there in
some pool in the woods, but the shrill peeping of the
hylodes locates itself nowhere in particular, but seems
to take its rise at an indefinite distance over wood and
hill and pasture, from clefts or hollows in the March
wind . It is a wind-born sound.'
To-day both croakers and peepers are pretty numerously heard, and I hear one faint stertorous (bullfroglike ? ?) sound on the river meadow .
What an important part to us the little peeping
hylodes acts, filling all our ears with sound in the spring
afternoons and evenings, while the existence of the otter,
our largest wild animal, is not betrayed to any of our
senses (or at least not to more than one in a thousand) !
The voice of the peepers is not so much of the earth
earthy as of the air airy. It rises at once on the wind
1 This must he the Rana halccina . Fide Apr. 3d, 7853 .
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and is at home there, and we are incapable of tracing
it further back.
The earliest gooseberry in the garden begins to show
a little green near at hand.
An Irishman is digging a ditch for a foundation wall
to a new shop where James Adams's shop stood . He
tells iue that he dug up three cannon-balls just in the
rear of the shop lying within a foot of each other and
about eighteen inches beneath the surface . I saw one
of them, which was about three and a half inches in
diameter and somewhat eaten with rust on one side.
These were probably thrown into the pond by the
British on the 19th of April, 1775. Shattuck says that
five hundred pounds of balls were thrown into the
pond and wells . These may have been dropped out
the back window.
The tortoises now quite commonly lie out sunning
on the sedge or the bank. As you float gently down the
stream, you hear a slight rustling and, looking up, see
the dark shining back of a pitta sliding off some little
bed of straw-colored coarse sedge which is upheld by
the button-hushes or willows above the surrounding
water. They are very wary and, as I go tip the Assabet,
will come rolling and sliding down a rod or two, though
they appear to have but just climbed up to that height .

